New faces you may see in the CCC Library are:

- Michael Schillace, Part-time Clerk in Auburn
- Rod Murad, Library Instructional Assistant in Fulton
- Jenifer Westover, Part-time Reference Librarian in Auburn

The CCC Library website has a new look and a new search tool called the EDS Discovery Tool! Now anyone can search the full CCC Library content that is available in one easy step—and potentially discover a greater number of more useful sources! Using a single search box, our new discovery service searches all of the CCC Library's research databases in one search, including CAYLIB (the Library catalog), databases with full-text articles, e-books, and electronic journals. Limiters such as scholarly journal, subject and publication date can be used to further narrow a search. Many specific features are available and links are provided to full database listings, publication lists and subject-specific research guides.

Please contact a Librarian if you are interested in a personalized training session for you or your class to learn more about this exciting new search tool. Discover how to make your research faster, easier and more accurate!

Library Research Award
And the 2014 winner is . . .
LEAH GILBERT
The winning paper was titled “Bartleby,” which Leah wrote for Diana Valdina's English 202 Honors class.
Leah won $200 and her name will be added to a new plaque in the Auburn campus Library.

Congratulations!

Faculty Resources
The CCC Library is here to support you, as well as your students. We offer many services to assist your students, such as library research instruction, class reserves and online Libguides Research Guides. To directly support faculty, the Library has many resources related to professional development. Two recent books added to our Faculty Resource Collection are Those Who Can: why master teachers do what they do, by Neil Bright, and Stop Plagiarism: a guide to understanding and prevention, by Vibiana Bowman Cvetkovic.
The Library also subscribes to several print and online periodicals, including:

⇒ Chronicle of Higher Ed
⇒ Online CI@ssroom
⇒ Adjunct Nation (formerly The Adjunct Advocate)
⇒ The Teaching Professor
Please stop in and check out our Faculty Resources.

Database Highlight: Books 24/7 - IT Pro
This database is a collection of full text e-books related to computers, technology and business. Specific topics include hardware, networks, office applications, security, telecomm, graphic design, multimedia and web programming. These e-books can be read on any computer—no e-reader is necessary! Webinars are also available, and notes can be made in the e-books.